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Weilbach Main Design (2007/2009-2014) 
 
Observation: 
 
In summer 2007 we moved into an almost 100-year old house in Flörsheim-Weilbach. 
The house has a 600 sqm garden around it with an old apple tree, a cherry tree, an old 
elder and a few currant bushes. There was also a two-storey brick outbuilding used for 
storing bikes or as a workshop, attached to that a tiny brick shed, and a big shed built 
out of scrap wood. The house was approximately located in the middle south of the 
property (see basemap). 
 
History: 
The house has two storeys and as far as I can remember back an old woman lived in 
the downstairs apartment. The property used to be around 1200 sqm and she had a 
huge vegetable garden and even goats to milk. A friend family lived in the upstairs 
apartment and as a kid I sometimes went to visit, so I have some dim memories of what 
it looked like before. Sometime in the mid-90s that upstairs family bought half the 
property and built a house on it. The old lady (by then in her own early 90s) still had a 
small vegetable garden and my mum used to go and help her sometimes. The biggest 
part of the garden had by then been turned into lawn and the goats were replaced by a 
daily walk to a local dairy farmer. I still see the tiny old lady in my memory, hunched 
over with her cane in one hand, her milk can in the other, wearing her omnipresent blue 
apron/coat, racing across the street on her way to the dairy farmer. She never looked 
out for cars - most of her life there hardly were any on that street! -, insisted on always 
crossing the street at a straight line between her house and the dairy farmer (which 
meant a long diagonal across the road for which my mum often scolded her)  and her 
speed at that age was incredible! 
As she got older, she stopped gardening altogether and my mum grudgingly took over 
the garden, but only maintained a few small strawberry beds. The “work” of gardening 
and the “help” of the old lady who would stand at the window and tell my mum what to 
do, led her to do a lot of complaining and me to think gardening was awful and not 
something I would enjoy doing. 
Eventually the old lady died, my parents bought the house and it stood empty for a 
while. 
 
2007: 
In early 2007 Jaya, now my husband, moved to Germany and my parents suggested 
that we could live in the house for a while. The upstairs apartment, which was already 
somewhat modernized (the downstairs one had 1950s standard), was renovated within 
6 months (it needed a lot more work than we had anticipated) and we finally moved in 
July 2007. Before that, in late spring 2007, I had already started to shape the by now 
wild and overgrown garden a bit, by mowing paths into the wilderness of wild grasses 
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and wild oregano in the front yard, pulling up masses of ivy and Sedum acre, which had 
taken over the front yard, and “making garden beds” by putting down locally bought 
compost (I figured that since compost was full of nutrients it was perfect for creating 
new garden beds) on the ground in neat rectangles. Within that one gardening year I 
learnt a lot and made a lot of mistakes. I found out for example that black soil (my pure 
compost) gets really hot in the relentless Weilbach summer sun and kills any emerging 
seedlings very quickly. Apart from the tree and bush fruit I didn’t harvest anything that 
year. 
Another problem we faced was countless voles. We had so many voles that you could 
hear them squeak all over the place when you quietly sat in the garden in the evening 
and walking across the lawns often led to cave-ins of their tunnels. 
We had wanted to get cats anyway and did so. The voles were gone within a month of 
the cats coming of hunting age. 
 
2008:  
In the winter of 2007-2008 we built six raised garden beds with big boards we had 
previously treated with linseed oil and turpentine. The beds were 200 x 80 cm and 50 
cm apart - the width of our lawn mower. We grow some easier to grow vegetables and I 
started my journey into the realm of gardening with the help of some books (Seymour 
and the German organic veg author Kreuter). The gardening bug had finally bitten me! 
Other things done that year: We planted a sweet cherry tree in the backyard and I used 
the soil from the hole to build an herb hill in the front yard. We also planted some 
blueberry bushes (Vaccinium corymbosum) in the backyard and a few currants and a 
mulberry in the front.  
My parents pollarded a young cherry tree in the front yard that they thought was a wild 
one, but we decided to give it a chance to grow back. 
End of July 2008, our son Jori was born and I started the first six of 14 months of paid 
parental leave.  
Late 2008 we mulched the garden beds with straw and successfully overwintered our 
chards and kales (in Germany it gets pretty cold, down to -20C). 
 
2009:  
In January Jaya started his part of the parental leave, he was to take the remaining 
eight months. Consequently 2009 we really started changing what the garden looked 
like.  
In spring, my dad and us installed 3 water butts with two times 500l and one time 1000l 
volume. 
In the front yard we outlined the garden beds with old bricks we found in the basement, 
and mulched the paths with woodchips. 
Jaya had some scrap wood and re-did my herb hill Holzer-hügelkultur style (wood in 
trench, then covered with soil). We also sheet mulched the south part of the front yard, 
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but only with cardboard and a 30 cm layer of compost and shredded leaves, to choke 
the sedum, the ivy and boost the fertility.  
 
 

 
Aerial photo taken late 2008.  
 
Between the front yard and the vegetable garden, Jaya made a second Holzer 
hügelkultur bed with a wooden core and we planted currants on top, then mulched it 
with straw. On the wall side of the vegetable gardens more garden beds were outlined 
with bricks and sheet mulched. 
In the backyard we created a curvy bed around the currants and blueberries; tree beds 
under each of the trees; and a few more new garden beds along the edges (along the 
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scrap wood shed, along the neighbours’ property…) . A wet area in front of the wood 
scrap shed was closer scrutinized and we discovered an old brick path that was hiding 
under a thick layer of sod and grass. That path was redone. On the edge between our 
property and the neighbours’ we created a potato bed by digging up the turf, then laying 
down cardboard, then the upside down turf, the potatoes on top and finally a thick layer 
of straw. I can’t tell if the potato harvest was good or not (never grown potatoes before), 
but the resulting garden bed was great. 
In one part of the backyard we built a “three-sisters-bed”: A 2m high bean tipi with a row 
of corn on each side and calabash gourds climbing along with the beans. 
In the front yard we also created new garden beds on the property line to the 
neighbours’. 
Where the property meets the road (a busy main road leaving the village), is a fence we 
hid behind a row of Jerusalem artichokes we salvaged from a nearby field. It was a 
beautiful screen and we were looking forward to edible tubers in fall.  
In August 2009 Jaya and I had our PDC and came back very inspired with many new 
ideas. That fall we thought about a proper design for our garden. 
 
 
Client Interview: 
Vision: A place that looks nice and provides us with a diverse set of activities from 
growing food to playing to working (crafting). There should be different parts of the 
garden with different functions, like different rooms, and space for wildlife as well. In the 
building phase as well as afterwards the garden should provide us with lots of learning 
experience and the opportunity to practice new skills. 
  
Needs: food, play space for Jori, medicine, space to relax/be, outside cat litter space, 
workspace, exercise space 
  
Wants: Beauty, exciting unusual plants, learning, bees, mushrooms, easy maintenance 
  
Boundaries:  
We: time, skill (still learning), small budget, garden has to be baby-safe; it gets very dry 
in summer – water storage is big issue 
Neighbours: no branches overhanging; no cat poo in their bare soil; no big trees that 
shade their garden; no weeds invading 
Landlord: No radical changes, any major changes have to be discussed first. 
 
  
Resources: people, ideas, enthusiasm, lots of saved and swapped seeds, helper-baby, 
free cuttings and plants (from our own plants, friends’ and thrown away ones at the 
composting center) 
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Timescale: Food as soon as possible. Other things by and by, within a year or two. 
  
Other: We don’t know how long we will live at this place (there is no way to expand the 
garden by renting or buying more space and the busy street right in front of the house is 
something we don’t want to live close to for long, so we are looking for our own 
property), so the design has to be up and running within a year or two. Anything we 
implement has to be either easily de-installed, understood (so it can be run by a 
different person) or work on its own. 
  
  

Person Functions System Elements 

Family Food (key) Veg garden 
(plants and 
structure), 
orchard 

Predators, 
vegetables, small 
fruit, (sheet) mulch 
material, wooden 
borders, tools, fruit 
trees, bushes 

  Water storage Water catchment 
and storage 
system 

Pipes, containers 

  Composting Compost place Wood, leftover 
organic materials, 
pee/nitrogen 

  View protecting screen Posts, trellis 
materials, growing 
or climbing plants, 
trees 

  Cool storage1 Cool storage 
system 

container 

  Shade trellis Wood plants 

  Pest management Encouraging 
natural 
management 

Predators, cats, 
nectary plants, 
hideouts, winter 
spaces 

Luise Sit/rest Bench or sitting 
stone 

Stone/rock, wood, 
screen 

                                                
1 The cool storage was never implemented. 
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  Medicine Herb medicine 
garden 

Medicinal herbs 
maybe baby fence 

  Bee keeping hive Wood, bees, 
nectary plants, 
baby fence? 

Jori Playground (key) Climbing, playing 
space 

Sand, lawn, tree 
trunks, wood, rocks 

Jaya Exercise Space for 
exercising and 
sword fighting 

Lawn, wooden 
posts, metal bar 

  Work toolshop Tools, 
shed/building, 
easily sweepable 
space 

Cats Loo2 Cat litter space Wooden pellets, 
rain-proof space, 
babyproof!, needs 
to have good 
access/view 

  
Costing:  
I had wanted to use as many free and local resources as possible, like free cardboard 
from a bike shop, free leaf litter from a local leaf litter dump heap, etc. 
I had looked at the prices for some items such as: 
Sand: 10,70 €/ton 
Compost: 2,55 €/100 ltr.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
2 The cats used to just poo into the garden beds wherever the soil was as nice and soft 
as they liked it. Our neighbour took great care to keep his garden constantly weed-free 
and had bare, soft soil. So that’s where the cats mostly defecated which lead to a lot of 
trouble with the neighbour. As a result we decided to provide the cats with an outside 
litter box (the plastic one they had indoors as kittens so they would recognize it) they 
would actually use. As cat litter we used wooden pellets (the kind they use in pellet 
stoves) because it was dry, cheap, compostable and the cats liked it. 
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Soil: The soil on the property is mostly clay with a small amount of loam. The clay is so 
pure that our neighbour built his house with the excavated soil from the basement. 
Especially in the lawn area the soil was pretty compacted. 
In the photo below (taken after the house and the garden had been replaced by a hole 
for a new house) you can see how what the soil looked like before we did anything 
(center, a walkway and a shed covered it here) and a little glimpse left and right of 
darker soil where the beds started. 

 
 
Sectors: On the north side of the property is the garden of a grumpy old man and his 
wife. They have a garden too, but even though they are only using one third, the 
remaining two thirds are pain-stakingly cleared of weeds and kept bare soil. We have 
had many discussions and complains because of weeds “infecting” his garden and our 
cats using it as a loo. 
On the east side lives a young couple of musicians who are nice and we have a good 
relationship with them. 
On the south side of the house is a busy street. It is a main street leaving town, the cars 
go fast and are very noisy. 
On the west side lives a very secluded couple who never leave their house except to 
drive to work and never seek any contact with their neighbours. Their property is long 
and rectangular with the house making up the first third and then two third of garden. 
They have been neglecting their garden for many years, so it has grown up to be a 
lovely forest of pioneer trees, brambles and a great animal habitat. 
 
Energies: The house is uninsulated so in summer it gets very hot inside and in winter 
we lose a lot of heat through the walls.  
We have a lot of roof space to catch water and should collect more. Our greywater is 
also just going down the drain instead of being utilized. 
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To end this chapter of observation and evaluation, here are the survey maps I drew: 
 
Basemap 
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Energy flows and animals 

 
Neighbours bordering the property 
red = nice neighbours 
blue = “bare soil neighbours”, half screened by Thuja hedge 
green = “wild garden neighbours” 
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Sectors 
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Sun positions, summer equinox/winter equinox 
(source: http://www.sunearthtools.com/dp/tools/pos_sun.php?lang=en) 
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Design: 
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The garden is physically already somewhat divided. There is a low wall (20 cm high) 
that divides the vegetable garden from the backyard, a high wall between the backyard 
and the entrance area. 
  
The first area to tackle is the vegetable garden, because food has highest priority. 
The garden beds are in place but there is some unused space against the house, and 
between the beds and the wall that will be turned into garden beds to increase the size 
of the vegetable garden. 
The garden bed that is most west would suit itself well to a hoophouse as it is in the 
hottest corner and in that corner even plants that normally don’t survive the winter made 
it sheltered against the wall. In a hoophouse we would be able to overwinter and easily 
harvest hardy winter vegetables. The area along the wall is rather shady, but more fruit 
trees and bushes will be able to grow there well, making good use of the vertical space 
and also beautify the wall. Under the fruit trees and bushes we can grow shade-loving 
edible plants like mint. 
Vegetable beds will be planted with polycultures to reduce pest pressure, help the 
plants grow better and make better use of the space. 
We will harvest our own seeds and replant them, thereby creating varieties that are 
ideally suited to our growing conditions. Letting the plants go to seed will also allow 
them to spread by themselves, showing us where they grow best naturally and 
decrease work for us. 
On the south/west side of the house, which is the hottest in summer, I will plant kiwi, 
grape and jasmine vines to eventually cover the whole wall and help with cooling the 
house in summer.  
  
The backyard is still very undeveloped and there is a lot of space that will be turned into 
more garden beds and also play area. Especially along the edges, there is a lot of 
space for more berry bushes and fruit trees that can be integrated into new garden beds 
or play space. 
The fruit trees and raspberry plants will also placed in a way to screen us from the view 
of the neighbours, yet not too close to the borders to prevent shading the neighbours’ 
gardens.  
The part of the lawn along the house should stay lawn as it is the most used play and 
social area. The other half of the backyard lawn should be turned into garden beds for 
more food production. 
A sandbox will go where the brick path ends. The two laundry lines posts there can be 
turned into an exercise area with a crossbar.  
The bed around the sweet cherry tree will have a horse-shoe shaped wall on the north 
side to create a little hot microclimate.  
I have two possible spaces for beehives in the garden. One is in the frontyard, but 
probably too shady; one is in the backyard, between a wall and the sour cherry tree. 
The location is sunny, but not too hot, and the proximity of bushes and the wall will force 
the bees to increase in altitude quickly when leaving the beehive, which is safer for the 
people in the garden. 
 
The front yard is right next to a busy road and not a nice space to spend much time in. It 
is also one of the hottest place and the soil close to the house is very sandy and poor. 
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Passer-bys can see the front yard and there were some wild perennials in place already 
when we moved in (wild oregano, Alchemilla tinctoria, lily-in-the-valley, lemon balm, 
wallflower, St-John’s-Wort,…). In our first two years I have added more herbs and 
perennials.  Consequently the easiest and most sensible path to follow here is to 
declare the front yard the pollinator plant and herb area. More perennials can easily be 
added by sprinkling seeds or planting some more plants. Since the soil is hot and 
sandy, herbs grown there will be stronger (as I have already experienced with a 
spearmint grown there that is so full of essential oils it makes the eyes sting when 
harvesting it). To cool the front of the house somewhat and make more use of the front 
yard, we will also plant a couple of fruit trees. 
They will be low maintenance, can spread as much as they like within the beds and look 
nice to passer-bys. Along the fence we will need a hedge to create another screen and 
some more noise protection. We tried topinambur, but didn’t like the tubers very much 
and definitely didn’t like the work of keeping it from spreading everywhere and taking 
over. Currants (which we can get for free from cuttings) are perennial, provide us with 
less work and lots of berries. 
The south corner of the front yard next to the wall will become garden bed for cool- and 
shade-loving plants (one of the coolest and shadiest spots in the garden). 
The strip between driveway and neighbour property will also become a garden bed for 
low-maintenance and flowering plants such as currants, sunflowers, garlic and self-
seeding nectary flowers like calendula and phacelia. 
Between the mailbox and the first garden bed we will build a drywall and then build the 
bed sloping down from the upper end of the wall, to create a south/west facing slope for 
heat and drainage – a perfect place for lavenders which will also make for a beautiful 
and sweet-smelling entrance area. 
The lightning rod on the corner of house and entrance path is perfect for climbing plants 
that will further enhance the entrance area. 
 
One more water spout will be tapped to catch previously unused rainwater from the roof 
of the brick shed. 
That area of the property around the entrance door to the house and between the 
house, the sheds and the wall to the garden is paved and cannot be planted, but 
provides a great space for potted plants. It is also sheltered and shady and will be a 
great place to start vegetables in pots. 
I had wanted to grow ivy on the north-east wall to help insulate the house in winter, but 
our landlord vetoed, saying that ivy will destroy the plaster of the wall. 
  

Earth care The design has a lot of wild and natural corner spaces for 
animals and plants. Furthermore the garden will teach us, our 
child and visiting friends and family to live more harmoniously 
with the earth and take better care of it. 

People care The garden provides us (as well as visitors) with spaces to 
make our life better such as spaces for relaxing, spaces of 
beauty and food spaces. Hopefully it will also inspire our 
visitors to garden in a more natural way. 
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Fair share The garden will grow enough food to share with friends and 
family. Also the things we learn in the garden we can share. 
Plants and seeds are being shared and swapped with friends 
and family already. 

Observe and 
Interact 

Before starting the design we had lived at the house for over a 
year, so we have been able to observe the property well. We 
have a good idea of where the sunniest, shadiest, wettest, 
driest and windiest areas are and what plants naturally want to 
grow where. Maybe things implemented are also small 
changes so we can observe how they work and – if necessary 
– tweak if they don’t work out well. 

Catch and Store 
Energy 

A lot of energy was wasted so far: Lots of water just ran into 
the drain (both rain and greywater), energy was used mowing 
lawn instead of using the space for food and other things, and 
a lot of energy was put into heating the house in winter and 
cooling it in the summer (being almost 100 years old it was un-
insulated). 

Obtain a yield The garden provides us with joy, learning experiences, 
medicine, food and play and exercise spaces. 

Apply self 
regulation and 
accept feedback 

The implemented design grew bit by bit (as our skill grew and 
depending on what our budget allowed), so we had time to 
observe as we went and learn from things that didn’t go well. 

Use and Value 
Renewable 
Resources and 
Services 

We used scrap materials we found in the basement (bricks, 
wood, metal bits) and around the house, as well as natural 
materials we could get cheaply or free locally (wood, stones, 
sand, leaves….). 

Produce no waste Our food scraps are being composted and return to the garden. 
In the future I want to also reuse greywater (currently only 
dishwater is reused by bringing it down to the garden by hand 
from upstairs and using it in a rota system on non-food plants 
or bushes/trees) and compost our humanure. Paper and 
cardboard get used for sheetmulching. 

Design from 
Patterns to Details 

I decided on big designated areas first, then defined smaller 
spaces within those areas (what function each bed should 
have) and in the end decided on individual plants. 

Integrate rather 
then segregate 

Even though the garden is divided into different areas, they are 
all interconnected and work together. 

Use small and slow 
solutions 

Since our budget was small and I was only just starting to 
practice my gardening skills, the changes we made were small 
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and slow. 

Use and Value 
diversity 

Each part of the garden is fulfilling a variety of functions – the 
vegetable garden also has nectary plants and wild spaces; the 
herby front yard also has vegetables and fruit trees. That way 
we ended up with a wide range of yields from our garden, both 
for us and for animal visitors. 

Use Edges and 
value the marginal 

Apart from our vegetable beds, all beds started out following 
edges, along the house, the shed, the property edge. The 
edges provided great microclimates as well as special 
functions, e.g. the house wall will be a heat bank as well as a 
trellis for climbers.  

  
  
Implementation: 
  
Vegetable yard: More berry bushes were planted along the house and along the wall, as 
well as some fruit trees along the wall. Along the wall various mint species, lungwort 
and ramsons (Allium ursinum) were planted in the perpetual shade under the berry 
bushes. A hoophouse (“polytunnel”) was installed on top of the two garden beds most 
west and greatly helped with winter vegetable production. In summer we uncovered it 
because this area of Germany is dry enough that tomatoes do well without cover and it 
was hard to keep it ventilated enough when it was covered. 
I planted kiwi, jasmine and grape on the wall of the house, but the kiwis died in winter 
and the jasmine died back every winter, regrowing every year, but never covered much 
of the wall. The grape started to really grow well in our last year. 
  
Front yard: In the front yard more herbs and nectary plants were added. We also added 
a mulberry tree for more shade (and food), two free lilac trees and substituted the 
topinambur with currant cuttings (R. nigrum, rubrum, uva-crispa and sanguineum) for 
yet more food and nectar. 
The paths in the front yard were properly sheet-mulched with first cloth, then cardboard, 
then woodchips. The mulch suppressed weeds for almost two years and formed a nice 
compost full of mycelium. Next to the new herb hill we made a little mulched square with 
a little bench and a tub of water plants as a peaceful sitting area, but the traffic noise 
never made it very appealing. The water tub was used by animals to drink. Between 
that and the wall I tried to establish another garden bed and with the shade and the 
moisture of that area, strawberries and garlics grew very well. 
  
Backyard: The backyard still had a lot of potential and lawn. We created two more big 
garden beds next to our raspberry hedge and made the beds along the house bigger. 
The one against the wall had been an herb/nectary plant bed and got a screening 
rugosa rose bush (flowers and fruit!), a big stone for sitting on and some more 
perennials. We added fruit trees to the edges along the house: a nectarine and three 
apple trees. We started a new compost inside a big plastic ring we got for free, but the 
location created a dead space in the corner and after a year we moved the compost ring 
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back into the corner, used the finished compost on our new beds and created a pond 
where the compost ring had been (see Weilbach Pond Design). The pond is invisible by 
both the unpleasant neighbours and provides a great sit and relax area. 
We planted four American blueberry bushes (Vaccinium corymbosum) that were 
underplanted with European blueberries (V. myrtillus) and cranberry (Oxycoccus 
microcarpus). To create a good habitat for those bushes we made a mix of peat and 
sand with a little bit of native soil and they thrived. The soil from the holes we made to 
plant those bushes were used to form a raised halfmoon shaped wall on the north side 
of the bed around the sweet cherry tree my dad planted. This half-ring created a 
microclimate on the cherry side and also made a good visual border to keep playing 
kids out of the garden bed (the sandbox borders the bed). 
The brick path leading into the backyard had been laid new and where it ended Jaya 
concreted in two posts for the clothesline and to exercise (the posts were connected by 
a metal bar for pull-ups). Behind the posts we built a sandbox for Jori (and sand storage 
for us). The hole for that was dug a meter deep to enable deep tunnels and to store a lot 
of sand for us. Next to the sandbox (edged with concrete slabs) we installed a climbing 
and balancing paradise of stumps and logs, which also serves as a space to sit. 
A few more currant bushes we got for free or bought were also planted along the fence 
line. 
In a dead space between the sour cherry tree and the neighbours’ shed wall I placed 
my beehive in May 2010. It’s a good space because on the one hand it’s easy to access 
and watch, and it’s east facing (supposedly bees prefer that) but on the other hand the 
hive entry is directed slightly towards the wall and the bushes, forcing the bees to rise 
quickly after flying out of the hive and thereby avoiding bumping into people walking by 
(bumping into people upsets bees and people). The location was very good and the 
only two beestings I ever received were caused by me trying to watch the bees up close 
(they don’t like people breathing down their necks). Otherwise there have been no 
incidents and the wall and tree somewhat shade the hive in summer. The presence of 
the bees noticeably increased our raspberry and tree fruit production. 
We had a big bean tipi in the backyard in 2009 (3m high, 2x4m footprint), with gourds, 
runner beans, corn and kale growing on and around it. The tipi was great, provided 
shade, playspace, privacy and growspace, but we decided to replace it by a proper 
garden bed instead to maximise our vegetable growing area. 
 
Frontyard/driveway: We created a big garden bed between the property line and where 
the car is parked. More currant bushes were planted there as well as nectary flowers 
and chicorees. I also tried a row of corn there but it is too shady there. We also created 
a very small garden bed between the parking space and the entrance paths as a little 
dot of beauty and I put a row of potted plants along the house on the entrance path. I 
have a regular supply of free ornamental plants because Jori loves to dumpster dive the 
local graveyard compost bins and the salvaged pansies and other plants went into the 
pots along the house.  
Next to the brick shed I also placed big containers with plants and especially in a sun 
catching south-facing corner the tomatoes thrived. On the shady side I placed a table on 
which I started vegetables in pots. Even in hot summers, they stayed shady and moist 
and grew well there. In our last year in that house we got a free 1000L water storage 
cube and put it in the corner next to the brick shed, connected to the rain spout of the 
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shed. That reduced the space for pots there (except for hanging pots attached to the 
cube) but the extra stored water was greatly appreciated. 
Between the front yard and the entrance path we created a little drywall of sandstone to 
make a visual border and built a hillside with soil from other projects. The hillside 
created a hot microclimate and had great drainage and the planted irises, wormwood 
and lavender on that hill thrived and looked great. 
 
After Jaya became an arborist in end of 2009 we installed a woodstove, heated with 
waste wood from his work and managed to heat two and a half rooms with it. 
 
In fall 2011 I spent half my time at friends’ farm in Portugal and Jaya was attending a 
half-year arborist course away from home. In October 2012 we finally moved to Portugal 
permanently, leaving most of our garden behind (except for some favourite plants and 
berry bushes). 
In January 2013 we moved back for three months and were pleased to find that there 
were many feral vegetables in the garden to feed us that winter. 
 
 
Maintenance:  
The more beds we created the less maintenance we had to do as most of the beds 
were planted with either perennials or self-seeding annuals. There was some weeding, 
but most weeds were either eaten by us or suppressed by the vegetables. 
[June 2014: In our last years in our garden we had noticed how selective weeding had 
reduced the amounts of new weeds and how mostly feral vegetables were growing. In 
June 2014 I visited our former garden after the building of a new house had started and 
no one had done any weeding for over two years. In the corners of the building site 
where the machines aren’t damaging the plants, everything is green – but not with 
“weeds” but with feral Swiss Chard, Asian mustard and brassicas!]  
There was still some lawn to be mowed, but we mostly mulch-mowed, leaving the 
shredded grass where it fell to build up the soil under the lawn. We noticed that 
compared to when we moved in (the soil under the lawn was mostly clay and light in 
colour, the water didn’t drain well into the lawn), the soil under the lawn had become a 
lot darker, water drained easily and on rainy days we could see many earthworms. 
The trees need regular cutting and every now and then the berry bushes need pruning 
(the cuttings then become new bushes!).  
Slugs had been a problem in the beginning, but putting down boards and daily removal 
of slugs from under the boards has decimated their numbers to a tolerable amount. 
  
  
Tweaking:  
There is still a lot of space for trees and bushes that could be utilized. The “wild” edges 
could be reinforced more with heaps of dead brush and more bird/hedgehog/insect 
houses.  
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The vertical spaces could have been used better if we had strung wires to help vines 
climb and planted more climbing plants. 
 
 
Reflection: The garden in Weilbach has taught me a lot. When I started out in 2007 I 
knew little about gardening and over the years my experience, knowledge and expertise 
has grown. The garden, the house and the sheds have provided an environment for 
trying out and experimenting with many things I had only heard of before:  
*Heating with wood and the work around it (like felling, chopping, etc.) 
*Polycultures and Forest gardening guilds 
*Seed-saving and simple breeding of vegetables 
*growing under-cover (polytunnel) 
*preserving produce in various ways (drying, canning, freezing, juicing, fermenting…) 
*various “homesteading skills” (cooking; canning; bread baking; making sourdough, 
sauerkraut, nuka and other ferments; hand-washing; “husbandry” of cats and bees; …) 
 
I have also learnt to integrate permaculture into the life of my little family in Weilbach: 
Our woodstove served to heat two rooms, dry clothing and apples, cook food, entertain 
and recharge the cats (multiple functions). We have caught rainwater (catch energy) 
and reused dishwater for watering food trees (produce no waste). I had to learn 
everything (gardening, household, mothering) from scratch and had a small budget so I 
was forced to use small and slow solutions (e.g. baking at home with self-made 
sourdough) and apply self-regulation and accept feedback (sourdough gone mouldy 
because of infrequent feeding). I discovered a passion for gardening that I didn’t know I 
had and quickly taught myself about lots of different edible plants that grew in the wild or 
that I introduced to my garden (use and value diversity) and to friends, family and 
members of an internet plant exchange forum (fair share). Trying to cram as much as 
possible of the new-found plants and activities (beekeeping, building, child-care and 
playground building) into our garden also created the necessity for integrating rather 
than segregating (sand storage becomes sandbox), using edges (compost wall as trellis 
for unusual beans) and using renewable resources (woodstumps from Jaya’s work as 
play things). As the interests of the children change with age we had to change their 
play environment (creatively use and respond to change) and as I learnt more and 
observed the garden over time it became easier to design from patterns to details (our 
strawberries loved to grow on the bottom of our hügelbeds and on the outside edges of 
our raised beds – so eventually I recognized the pattern here and gave them a bed with 
lots of logs to grow along and next to). 
 
Life in Weilbach has taught me a lot of skills and given me a lot of knowledge and 
experience.  
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In retrospect I can say, though, that the people care part was very limited, involving only 
our family, my parents and brother and a few close friends. 
 
 
Epilogue: After designing we implemented the garden step by step over a period of 
three years. The initial design didn’t feature a pond - that was an afterthought. Since so 
much time was put into the design and implementation, the end result was as close to 
perfect as I have ever got with a garden. 
After spending lots of time in 2011 and 2012 away from the house and garden, we 
decided to move away permanently in March 2013. My parents, who own the house, did 
some research and found out that it’s cheaper to tear the house down and build a new 
one than to repair and renovate the damage from the last 30 years of neglect (the 
basement for example used to be a natural cellar with earthen floor, but many years ago 
someone decided to go for modern and concrete the floor, resulting in such a moist 
environment that the mortar between the bricks had dissolved….). After we managed to 
rescue most of the plants from our garden on weekend-trips between October 2013 and 
March 2014, the house was torn down and the garden (whatever was left) destroyed in 
March 24th and 25th, 2014.  
When the hole for the new house was dug out we got a good before-and-after-view of 
how our work has changed the soil: In an area where we didn’t do anything (like under 
the paths) the soil was still its former pale clay colour, whereas in the garden bed areas 
the dark loamy soil reached deep. 
Thank you so much for all the experience and rest in peace! 
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A photographic journey through our garden years: 

 
The frontyard 
in mid-2007. 
Empty, yet I 
had started to 
define beds 
with old 
bricks. 
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Backyard in early 2008. 
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Backyard developing – April 2009 
 
….and one year later, April 2010: 
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June 2010, backyard beds established and growing. 
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Building 
the 
frontyard 
in 2009 
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Building herbhill 2009 
 
Frontyard in May 2012, looking southwest 
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Frontyard in April 2012, looking east 
 
Backyard bed against wall to entrance area 2012 – apple tree, nectary plants and vegetables 
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Vegetable yard early 2009 
 
Vegetable yard early 2012 
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Vegetable yard early 2012 with hoophouse  
 
Inside hoophouse April 2012 
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Above: Starting pot table at 
entrance area (during the half hour 
that it gets sun…) 
 
 
Left: Recycled oil drums become 
planting pots for corner at entrance 
area. 
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Above: Water storage cube with 
hanging pots in entrance area. 
 
 
 
Left: Potted flowers along 
entrance path. 
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May 2010: Honeybee swarm 
arriving. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First honey harvest end of April 
2011. 
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Above: Mycelium in mulched 
frontyard June 2010. 
 
 
 
Left: Backyard sandbox and 
garden bed in background in 
2011. 
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Compost ring in backyard with pumpkins and beans planted around, 2010. 
 
 


